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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial
movement must start with the individual.”
— How Privatized Banking Really Works

Ludwig von Mises On Credit:
“No one should expect that any logical argument or any experience could ever shake the almost religious fervor of
those who believe in salvation through spending and credit expansion.”
Planning for Freedom, p. 63
“What is needed for a sound expansion of production is additional capital goods, not money or fiduciary media. The
credit boom is built on the sands of banknotes and deposits. It must collapse.”
Human Action, p. 559; p. 561
“Credit expansion is not a nostrum to make people happy. The boom it engenders must inevitably lead to a debacle
and unhappiness.”
Planning for Freedom, p. 189
“If the credit expansion is not stopped in time, the boom turns into the crack-up boom; the flight into real values
begins, and the whole monetary system founders.”
Human Action, p. 559; p. 562
“The final outcome of the credit expansion is general impoverishment.”

Human Action, p. 562; p. 564

“Credit expansion is the governments’ foremost tool in their struggle against the market economy. In their hands it
is the magic wand designed to conjure away the scarcity of capital goods, to lower the rate of interest or to abolish it
altogether, to finance lavish government spending, to expropriate the capitalists, to contrive everlasting booms, and to
make everybody prosperous.”
Human Action, p. 788; p. 794
These quotes from Mises, written nearly 100 years ago make us realize how different Austrian thinking is from
Keynesian economics. Especially in our current financial situation, it is imperative for all financial professionals and
even members of the general public to acquaint themselves with the basics of Austrian economics.
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

R at e s G o N e g at i v e

ZERO-LOWER BOUND NOT REALLY A BOUND
For years we’ve been saying that Keynesianism has run its course,
because central bankers pushed nominal interest rates down to zero and
still economies sputtered. Well, now nominal interest rates in major
European countries—including Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, and
Germany—are actually negative. (This surprised most economists,
because the standard view was always that people could hold currency
and earn 0%, so why would they lend to someone at a negative rate?)
It turns out that the standard economist argument (one which Murphy
has given too!) about the impossibility of sustained negative interest
rates is wrong, because in practice storing large quantities of currency
is costly. That means major institutions in Europe today would actually
settle for a negative nominal rate, because they are so uncertain of
where to put their money.
Folks, it is now six years and counting into the wave of unprecedented
monetary expansion by central banks around the world. Keynesian
economists have been thanking their lucky stars the world was on fiat
money, and no longer tied to the “barbarous relic” of the gold standard.
And yet, where has this “flexibility” gotten us? The interest rate is a price
like any other, providing information to businesses and households.
By pushing rates to zero—and below!—the central banks have merely
been setting the world up for another crash.
401(k) Monster

REGRETS, HE HAS A FEW...
In an interview with MarketWatch (the WSJ blog), Ted Benna—the
“father” of the 401(k) plan—regrets the “monster” he helped spawn.
From the article: “The original 401(k) plans ‘could be explained to
employees in just a minute,’ Benna, now 69 and semi-retired himself, says.
Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

‘There were two options, a guaranteed fund and an equity fund,’ he says….
As the plans were embraced by employers and financial institutions, Benna
says 401(k)s were made so complex one needed to be an investing pro to
make sense of them. ‘Now this monster is out of control. We went to three
options, them to six, then to seven, then to 15 – it is far beyond what most
participants were able to deal with,’ Benna says. ‘And I am not convinced
we have added value by getting more complicated.’”
China Gunning for the USD?

CHINESE ADVERTISE THEIR NEW “WORLD RESERVE
CURRENCY”
Among hard-money news outlets there is circulating a photograph
of a billboard in Thailand which, as far as we can tell, is authentic,
showing an advertisement from the Bank of China. The text of the
ad says, “RMB: New Choice; The World Currency.” The writer who
broke the story on his SovereignMan website, Simon Black, explains
the significance (bold in original):
“It means that China is literally advertising its currency overseas, and it’s
making sure that everyone landing at one of the world’s busiest airports
sees it. They know that the future belongs to them and they’re flaunting it.
And it’s true. The renminbi’s importance in global trade and as a reserve
currency is increasing exponentially, with renminbi trading hubs popping
up all over the world, from Singapore to London to Luxembourg to
Frankfurt to Toronto.”
The odd thing about the USD’s status as the world’s reserve currency
is that if and when it slips away, it could be a very fast affair. To put it
in other words: Investors around the world will continue to have faith
in the strength of the dollar…until they don’t.
Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

Net Non-Neutrality

FCC EXPANDS POWER OVER THE INTERNET
Those who cherish individual liberty have welcomed the Internet with
its ability to sidestep the establishment media and educational outlets.
On February 26 the FCC voted to treat the Internet as a “public
utility.” For anyone who thinks this is a good idea that will protect
consumers, just ask yourself, “When have Washington officials ever
been fair and neutral?” Or, try applying the idea of “one price for all
users” to the car or housing markets.

Pulse on the Market
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Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?
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Rand Paul rocked the financial news
outlets when he recently declared that the Federal Reserve would be bankrupt if it were held
to the same accounting standards as a regular
bank. Predictably, the pundits went crazy, saying
that the younger Paul was just as kooky as his
father. But in reality, it is the policies of central
banks around the world that are crazy. In this
article I’ll explain what Rand Paul was talking
about, and show that his warnings were quite
legitimate. The Fed could become insolvent, and
that would have serious implications.

Rand Paul’s Position
On February 6, Kentucky Republican Senator
Rand Paul gave a speech in Des Moines, Iowa,
intended to stir up the average Joe and garner
support from the people who used to support

The Fed has $4.5 trillion in liabilities and
only 57 billion dollars in equity. It is leveraged at 80:1, nearly three times greater
than Lehman Brothers when it failed.
Nearly 40 percent of the Fed’s liabilities
[sic] are said to be mortgage-backed securities – the question needs to be: How
many are distressed home loans?

The Fed could become insolvent, and
that would have serious implications.
his father, Ron Paul. In the speech, the younger
Paul called for an audit of the Fed, and also argued that it was highly leveraged.
There was at least one misstatement in his
speech—Rand Paul said “assets” when he meant
“equity”—and so for clarity I am going to quote
his position from an article he wrote for Breitbart, on February 10.1 Here is the key excerpt
regarding the Fed’s balance sheet:
If the Federal Reserve was a real bank,
without extraordinary powers, it would
be insolvent.
Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?

What does that mean? It means the dollar
that was once as good as gold ultimately
became backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government. And since the
panic of 2008, your dollar is now backed
by bad home loans, bad car loans, and
derivatives.
Is anyone comforted?
Over the past one hundred years the dollar has lost 96 percent of its value.
If the Fed were forced to do, what every
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If the central bank were more open to the
public, and made a more concerted attempt to explain what it does, it wouldn’t
be a bad thing, and it would forestall disastrous blunders by the likes of Senator
Paul.2
For another example, here’s Nobel laureate
Paul Krugman responding to Rand Paul’s statements:

ordinary bank must do—take its “assets”
and mark them to their current market
value—many believe the Fed would be
insolvent.
As I said, people bit Rand Paul’s head off after
he gave the speech making this argument. For
example, economist Noah Smith wrote a piece
in which he sharply criticized Paul’s logic, and
then tried to diagnose why the public responds
favorably to his rhetoric:
[Rand Paul’s] fantasy numbers and mistaken financial concepts are embarrassing, but they are a sign of a real fear that
some people still have about the Fed’s intentions.

Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?

Monetary policy probably won’t be a
major issue in the 2016 campaign, but it
should be….So it matters that the emerging G.O.P. consensus on money is crazy
— full-on conspiracy-theory crazy.
Right now, the most obvious manifestation of money madness is Senator Rand
Paul’s “Audit the Fed” campaign. Mr.
Paul likes to warn that the Fed’s efforts
to bolster the economy may lead to hyperinflation; he loves talking about the
wheelbarrows of cash that people carted around in Weimar Germany. But he’s
been saying that since 2009, and it keeps
not happening. So now he has a new line:
The Fed is an overleveraged bank, just as
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We see the familiar pattern that plagued
Ron Paul: He would make perfectly
sensible remarks pointing out the utter
recklessness of the Fed’s policies, and
then the “serious thinkers” would roll
their eyes at what a kook he was.

Lehman Brothers was, and could experience a disastrous collapse of confidence
any day now.

explore this issue a little more thoroughly.

This story is wrong on so many levels that
reporters are having a hard time keeping
up, but let’s simply note that the Fed’s “liabilities” consist of cash, and those who
hold that cash have the option of converting it into, well, cash. No, the Fed can’t
fall victim to a bank run. But is Mr. Paul
being ostracized for his views? Not at all.3

Yes, the Fed Can Become
Technically Insolvent

So now we see the familiar pattern that plagued
Ron Paul: He would make perfectly sensible remarks pointing out the utter recklessness of the
Fed’s policies, and then the “serious thinkers”
would roll their eyes at what a kook he was. Let’s

Let’s do a quick refresher on double-entry
bookkeeping: On the left side of the balance
sheet you list the organization’s assets, while on
the right you list its liabilities. Hopefully, the assets are greater than the liabilities, and so the
difference (also listed on the right-hand side) is
the shareholder equity, or “capital.” Thus the basic equation is Assets = Liabilities + Equity.
Just rounding for ballpark figures, the Fed’s
balance sheet looks something like this:

TABLE 1. APPROXIMATE FED BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

U.S. Treasuries ... $2.5 trillion

Liabilities ... $4.43 trillion

Mortgage-backed Securities ... $1.7 trillion

Equity ... $57 billion

Other Assets ... $287 billion
TOTAL ASSETS: $4.487 trillion

Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?

LIABILITIES + EQUITY: $4.487 trillion
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original (personal) investment, which is much
higher than the 8% the shareholders would
have earned had they simply invested their own
money, rather than becoming levered 9:1.
However, the downside of leverage is that if your
assets go down in value, then the effects on your
equity are amplified. For example, if our hypothetical investors originally kicked in $1 million
of their own capital, took on no debt, and bought
assets that ended up losing 10% during the year,
then our investors would be down $100,000.
Their remaining equity in the new corporation
would only be $900,000. The firm would have
suffered a loss, but it would still be solvent.

Using a conventional metric like debt-toequity, the Fed is levered about 78-to-1.
So what Rand Paul was pointing out is that
the Fed is extremely leveraged right now. For
example, using a conventional metric like debtto-equity, the Fed is levered about 78-to-1.
There are pros and cons of taking on leverage.
If your assets appreciate, then the return to the
shareholders is amplified. For a simple example:
Suppose a group of investors put in $1 million
of capital into a new corporation, then borrow
an additional $9 million by issuing corporate
bonds that pay 5%. (Note that they are now levered 9:1.) The investors then use their total of
$10 million in cash in order to buy $10 million
worth of assets that return (say) 8%. After the
course of a year, the investors take the ($10 million x 8%) = $800,000 in earnings, out of which
they pay the ($9 million x 5%) = $450,000 in
interest to the lenders. The resulting net income
of $350,000 represents a return of 35% on their
Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?

But what if they had once again become levered 9:1, by borrowing an additional $9 million (through issuing corporate bonds) at 5%?
After a year, their assets would have lost 10% in
value, going from $10 million down to $9 million. Meanwhile, the $9 million in bonds would
have matured into a liability of $9,450,000.
Oops. At this point the corporation’s total li-
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abilities would be higher than the assets. The
10% drop in asset value completely wiped out
the shareholders’ equity, because they had taken
on so much leverage. The firm would now be
insolvent, or bankrupt.
Turning back to the Fed, it is leveraged not
at 9:1, but at 78:1. Its assets consist largely of
fixed-income securities (mostly Treasury and
mortgage-backed securities), which are sensi-

tive to interest rates. In particular, if Treasury
yields rise, then the market value of the Fed’s
bonds will drop. This is the type of scenario
Rand Paul was getting at.4
Indeed, last year I asked a friend from the financial sector what the numbers were regarding
the Fed’s solvency. She said that the last time
her analysts computed it, the Treasury yield
curve would only need to slide up about 30 ba-

if Treasury yields rise, then the market
value of the Fed’s bonds will drop.
sis points (i.e. three-tenths of one
percentage point) across the board in
order for the Fed’s equity to be completely wiped out. In other words,
just a slight uptick in interest rates
on Treasury securities would render
the Fed bankrupt, in an accounting
sense.

Does It Matter If the
Fed Goes Bankrupt?
The critics of Rand Paul—like Paul
Krugman whom we quoted in the
beginning of this article—dismiss
such fears as crazy talk. Who cares
if the Fed is insolvent? It’s not like
its creditors can do anything about it.
Since Nixon left the gold standard,
the Fed’s “liabilities” are largely a fiction. If you have a $100 bill, the Fed
“owes” you two $50 bills, or five $20
bills, etc. U.S. dollars don’t represent
Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?
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a claim on anything besides the very asset that
you’re holding. It’s not really even right to say
they are “backed by the full faith and credit of
the U.S. government”; they’re not backed by
anything. The U.S. government is not promising
you anything, so they needn’t rely on our faith.

However, if those price pressures ever did become too great, the typical way the Fed would
handle it would be to reverse its operations.
Namely, it would sell off some of its assets, and
thereby drain that much in dollar reserves from
the financial system.

So although Krugman et al. are right that
there is nothing that would stop the day-to-day
operations of the Fed, even if it became insolvent, nonetheless such an outcome would be a
disaster. For one thing, the financial markets
would surely panic if the issuer of the world’s
reserve currency suddenly went bankrupt. That
could cause the dollar to crash and yield all sorts
of bad things, even if Krugman & Co. wanted to
dismiss them all as “irrational.”

Now what happens if the Fed’s assets suddenly drop by, say, $300 billion? Then the Fed
no longer has the power to soak up $300 billion of the outstanding dollar reserves. For small
movements, this might not pose too much of a
problem, but if the numbers get large, it could
be quite serious indeed.
For a related problem, the Fed is currently
remitting enormous quantities of its earnings

Since Nixon left the gold standard, the
Fed’s “liabilities” are largely a fiction.
More significant, the Fed’s methods of restraining inflation would be severely hampered,
if its assets drop in value. When the Fed bought
its trillions of dollars of new Treasury and mortgage-backed securities, it simultaneously created trillions of dollars of reserves in the financial
system. (Those reserves held by the commercial
banks are what show up as Liabilities on the
Fed’s balance sheet.)
Thus far, those reserves have mostly stayed
bottled up with the banks, who are not extending their lending to their own customers. Thus
the pyramiding creation of new money has not
occurred to the extent that we would normally
have predicted, and the pressure on prices has
not been as severe.

Does It Matter If the Fed Goes Bankrupt?
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taxpayers would see somewhere in the ballpark
of $80 billion in tax payments going to plug the
hole.

Conclusion

back to the Treasury, sending some $80 billion
per year, a number that is quite bloated because
of the Fed’s expansion since the financial crisis. If the Fed were to suddenly experience a
massive capital loss (because of a spike in interest rates, for example), then in an accounting sense it would have negative earnings. They
have already set up odd rules whereby (according to some analysts) the Fed in such a situation
could claim that it owes the Treasury a negative
amount of money—thereby keeping its Equity
positive—but in any event, it definitely would
mean that the Treasury would not be getting its
interest payments remitted back to it. Thus, the

It’s hard enough to get the accounting right
for a commercial bank, let alone for the central
bank. For the truly serious reader, I highly recommend the treatment Carlos and I gave in our
book, How Privatized Banking Really Works.
At the risk of immodesty, let me plug the book
by saying it has one of the most comprehensive
yet intuitive explanations of fractional reserve
banking and the role of the Fed.
Senator Rand Paul is no doubt playing politics, but his message—piggybacking on the anti-Fed sentiment his father did so much to cultivate—is a sound one. The Federal Reserve has
behaved in an incredibly reckless manner. If a
private firm did what the Fed has done, it would
be very risky. The fact that the world’s most
important central bank has done it… Well, it
makes you want to look for an escape hatch. The
reassurances from Keynesians like Paul Krugman should only underscore that our banking
system is on very thin ice.
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On the surface, the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Act1 ( January 21,
2010)—the most sweeping overhaul of the financial markets since the Great Depression—
was created to provide increased preventive
regulation in order to strengthen the financial
markets in case of another 2008-type crisis. This
new law specifically involves increased capital
thresholds for financial institutions mirroring
the cross-border framework and requirements
of the Basel III International Reforms2 that
were formulated for the banking system of the
European Union by the Bank for International
Settlements. (See: The Lara-Murphy Report
(LMR), May 2014 edition. “Bank Deposits Are
Risky—Now More than Ever.”)
In addition to these requirements, the law also
provides for an expedient liquidation process for
any insolvent financial institution, including the
regulatory tools to implement the liquidation.
This process referred to as “Statutory Bail-Ins”

includes expanded powers to the Federal Reserve, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), whereby bank holding
companies and significant non-bank holding
companies can be placed in receivership under
federal control with the FDIC acting as receiver
under Title II of the Act.3
More importantly and because investors are
an essential ingredient of capital markets, the
Dodd-Frank Act is aimed specifically to increase Wall Street transparency and investor
protection as a means of bolstering investor
confidence to draw them back into the investing arena.

THE MOST AFFIRMING STANCE
THIS NEW LAW MAKES IS THAT
“TOO-BIG-TO-FAIL” FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS WILL NOT BE
BAILED-OUT BY TAXPAYER
DOLLARS THIS NEXT TIME AROUND.

From Bailouts to Bail-Ins: Understanding the Dodd-Frank Act
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WHAT IS INCREDIBLY IRONIC IS
THAT SINCE THIS COLOSSAL LAW
WAS ENACTED, THE FEDERAL
RESERVE AND IN FACT, ALL
WORLD CENTRAL BANKERS, HAVE
NEVER BEEN SO BRAZEN IN THEIR
STIMULUS PROGRAMS.

NO MORE BAILOUTS
Above all, the most affirming stance this new
law makes is that “too-big-to-fail” financial institutions will not be bailed-out by taxpayer dollars this next time around. In and of itself this
one caveat alone smacks of prudence on the part
of our governing officials. After all it’s no secret
that the bailouts created one the worst economic hazards for the helpless American taxpayer
compared to any other financial reform to date;
in no way was a financial dilemma rectified.
Therefore, protecting taxpayer money became
the principal priority of the new U.S. reform.
What is incredibly ironic is that since this colossal law was enacted, the Federal Reserve and in
fact, all world central bankers, have never been
so brazen in their stimulus programs. The nearzero interest rates across all boarders continue
to prod the sophisticated institutional investor,
global market trader, and international investment banker to proceed with business as usual,
employing high-risk investments and careless
credit expansion similar to the period prior to
2008. Meanwhile the world debt bubble continues growing at an accelerated pace.

According to a recent financial report put out
by McKinsey & Company (February 2015)4,
global debt since 2007 has grown by $57 trillion raising the ratio of global debt to GDP by
17 percentage points. They estimate that as of
the second quarter of 2014, the global debt to
GDP ratio stood at 286%, compared to 269%
back in the fourth quarter of 2007. The main
thrust of the report is that the world as a whole
has not “deleveraged” since the financial crisis of
2008, even though we all supposedly saw just
how dangerous that leverage was.
In particular, household debt worldwide has
exploded with debt-to-income ratios exceeding
peak levels and 74% of household debt being
directly tied to mortgages. The similarities, then
to present circumstances are eerie. One is left
to conclude that perhaps this one caveat in the
new banking system rules—no more bailouts—
has somehow created a false sense of security
that our banking and government officials have
their hands firmly on the steering wheel and we
have no need to worry. Yet short of sheer mad-

From Bailouts to Bail-Ins: Understanding the Dodd-Frank Act
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ness what else can explain these unprecedented
numbers in light of diminishing expectations of
future economic growth?
The masses of society still remain uninformed
regarding the particulars of the Dodd-Frank
Act even five years since its enactment. But financial experts and economists who understand
the details of this law are beginning to voice
their doubts as to whether all this excessive
regulation is warranted, or even if it can actually be enforced without creating an even more
detrimental hazard to the entire economy at the
time of the new crisis. At this point the only example we have of how a statutory bail-in would
actually work are the results of the insolvencies
of the two largest commercial banks in Cyprus,
which occurred in March of 2013. In the end
only one bank was actually shuttered and minimal taxpayer money was required. Consequently, government and banking officials were quite
satisfied with the results of the bail-in process
except that the stockholders, bank depositors,
and the Cyprus economy did not fare all too

well. (The larger stockholders of the bank exited before knowledge of the insolvency became
public.) The latest news from Cyprus reported
in a Wall Street Journal article5 late last year is
that the existing shareholders were almost completely wiped out and 21,000 bank clients who
had deposits of more than 100,000 euros saw
47.5% of their unsecured savings converted to
equity making them 81.4% owners of an insolvent bank. Unfortunately, the bank is now teetering on closing permanently if they can’t get a
new infusion of capital to keep the doors open.
But what leadership for the bank can be expected from depositors turned shareholders who really only want their money back?

WHO SHOULD MONITOR THE BANKS?
“Winding back clocks, or putting genies back
in bottles, rarely can be done, but history shows
that nations took a wrong turn when they aban-

THE MASSES OF SOCIETY STILL
REMAIN UNINFORMED REGARDING
THE PARTICULARS OF THE DODDFRANK ACT EVEN FIVE YEARS SINCE
ITS ENACTMENT.
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THE INSTITUTE POINTS OUT THAT “UNTIL THE MID-20TH CENTURY, BANKING
REGULATION IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, THE UK AND ELSEWHERE RELIED
MOSTLY ON MONITORING BY SHAREHOLDERS AND DEPOSITORS.”

doned bank shareholder double liability for a
system of governmentally administered deposit insurance.”6 This is the strong commentary coming from a special report put out by the
C.D. Howe Institute of Canada, a non-profit
nonpartisan periodic analysis on current public
policy issues.7 According to the C.D. Howe Institute, the basic flaws in the new rules for the
financial system, such as Dodd-Frank and the
Basel III International Reforms, are two-fold—
in monitoring incentives and the increased role
of deposit insurance, which currently insulates
depositors and shareholders from some or most
of the costs of an institution’s failure. The Institute points out that “until the mid-20th Century, banking regulation in the United States,
Canada, the UK and elsewhere relied mostly

on monitoring by shareholders and depositors.”
In essence, before deposit insurance existed depositors were expected to keep a close eye on the
banks that held their savings.

SHAREHOLDER DOUBLE
LIABILITY
Prior to the founding of the Federal Reserve
System in 1913 senior bank managers of national banks were also the bank’s major shareholders and in the case of the bank’s failure they
were personally liable for any of the net losses
of the bank. The shareholders of deposit-taking
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institutions were not allowed to use the limitedliability corporate form of business even though
it existed. Consequently, bankers and all shareholders of banks operated their banks with double-liability exposure. The principal reason for
this double liability regulation was that it was
well known that bankers have the legal capacity
to use for their own benefit the funds they hold
on behalf of others.
What the C.D. Howe report points out is that
all through the 19th century and well into the
20th century, the records show that numerous
deposit-taking institutions were generally small
single-branch banks that could easily enter
into a banking crisis associated with prolonged
drought and crop failure. The picture we get is
one of the proverbial “mom and pop shop.” Although bank runs were numerous, bank depositors—because of the double-liability of bankers—were usually made whole. As a general rule
banking crisis were quick, short in duration, and
localized.
Shareholder potential double liability in the
running of a banking business was conceptually

similar to what today is called “contingent capital,” found in the many modern hybrid debt
securities that can provide immediate liquidity
for a capital-starved business. The fact that the
bank manager/owner faced serious liability in
the event of failure would become a powerful
incentive to convey, consolidate, or transfer the
assets of his distressed bank to a more profitable
banking entity, while his bank was still solvent.
This would make for a much smoother reorganization.
There also existed legislation that prevented
share transfers from being made sixty days before failure, which prevented bank owners from
arranging their affairs to limit their personal exposure similar to what we found in Cyprus. This
60-day rule made voluntary liquidations more
common in the banking system of that day and
it far exceeded the number placed into liquidation involuntarily by bank regulators.
Given the benefits of bank shareholder double
liability why did it disappear from practice in
the U.S. and other countries to be supplanted
with deposit insurance?

PRIOR TO THE FOUNDING OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM IN
1913 SENIOR BANK MANAGERS OF
NATIONAL BANKS WERE ALSO THE
BANK’S MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS
AND IN THE CASE OF THE BANK’S
FAILURE THEY WERE PERSONALLY
LIABLE FOR ANY OF THE NET
LOSSES OF THE BANK.
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IT WAS THE NEW DEAL UNDER
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT THAT
FIRST INTRODUCED THE FEDERAL
PROVISION FOR DEPOSIT
INSURANCE.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE FDIC
In the U.S., banking expanded westward following the growth of railroads, land settlements,
and the farm mortgage market. Along with that
growth, bank shareholding grew as well, up to
the stock market crash of 1929. With the market crash and the depression that followed, bank
runs and bank failures increased taking down
and exposing larger numbers of average Americans into the double liability consequences. The
outcome was disastrous and politically damaging. It was the New Deal under President Roosevelt that first introduced the federal provision
for deposit insurance to make depositors whole
in newly failed banking institutions. With these
developments double-liability in time became
less politically attractive than deposit insurance
and it soon faded from the U.S. rulebooks. It
took more than a decade to be widely accepted
in the United States and in other countries it
took even longer. For example, federal deposit
insurance in Canada was not created until 1967.
Is this to suggest that we should return to

dual shareholder liability as a way to supplement current initiatives aimed at conduct regulation, capital adequacy and liquidity? The authors of the C.D. Howe Institute report realize
this would not be possible in today’s world with
financial institutions being so widely held and
with shareholders having so very little influence
on a financial institution’s board of directors.
It does, however, strongly suggest that federal
deposit insurance should not be expanded and
should in fact be curtailed for the simple reason
that it generates a lack of incentive on the part
of the public to guard against bank mismanagement. In fact, the risk of moral hazard associated
with deposit insurance was well understood at
the time of its introduction, according to Howe.
Its acceptance had more to do with maintaining
public confidence in the banking system during unsettling economic times. Ironically, no
single-liability state created a deposit insurance
system, underscoring the fact that shareholders
and managers were still expected to provide the
real safety net.
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CONCLUSION
We’ve drawn heavily from the C.D. Howe Institute’s report for a fresh historical perspective
in order to help explain many of the dangerous
eventualities of our modern day banking systems
that have placed many individuals in harm’s way
without their knowledge. Re-reading my article, “Bank Deposits Are Risky—Now More
Than Ever” in our May 2014 issue of the LMR
can also be helpful in gaining a better understanding of what is in store for the public since
the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act if certain
precautionary measures are not taken.
The crux of my previous article was to point
out to our readers that statutory bail-ins, as
defined in the Dodd-Frank Act, amount to
forcing a failed institution’s shareholders back
into a similar double liability exposure situation should a financial institution fail—and by
extension, the bank depositors as well. Can it

be any more frightening than this? Is it really
possible that our current laws could subject the
public to this sort of unexpected dilemma? Unfortunately it is.
Perhaps we should remind ourselves that investors in bank shares can be just as naïve as an
ordinary customer of a bank—i.e., a bank depositor. There is no financial expertise required
to be either. Most likely neither are aware of the
new rules governing our banking systems today
and how easily they could be drawn into a financial quagmire of which they are ill equipped
to handle. For sure neither the average bank
shareholder nor bank depositor has any intention of ever running or owning a commercial
bank by simply making a bank deposit or buying bank shares anymore than we would. Yet
this all could change in the blink of an eye if
that bank is declared insolvent and those individuals are a party to the insolvency in either of
those roles. Unfortunately, the way our laws are

MOST BANK DEPOSITORS LOSE THE
INCENTIVE TO WATCH OVER THEIR SAVINGS
IN COMMERCIAL BANKS ACCOUNT BECAUSE
DEPOSIT INSURANCE ASSURES THEM THE
GOVERNMENT WILL RETURN THEIR MONEY
IN CASE OF A BANK FAILURE.
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DURING THE 2008 CRISIS, 1,200 BANKS REQUIRED ASSISTANCE FROM THE
FDIC AND IT RAN COMPLETELY OUT OF MONEY, REQUIRING HELP FROM THE
TREASURY.
set up today many could find themselves in the
identical situation as the Cypriots.
The fact is that most bank depositors lose the
incentive to watch over their savings in commercial banks account because deposit insurance assures them the government will return
their money in case of a bank failure, while at the
same time it allows banks to take on more careless risks with depositor monies. Studies made
by economist Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache of the World Bank Development Research
Group find that “…deposit insurance tends to
be detrimental to bank stability. The U.S. Savings & Loan crisis of the 1980s has been widely attributed to the moral hazard created by a
combination of generous deposit insurance, financial liberalization, and regulatory failure…

Thus, according to economic theory, while deposit insurance may increase bank stability by
reducing self-fulfilling or information-driven
depositor runs, it may decrease bank stability by
encouraging risk-taking on the part of banks.”8
The most important thing to keep in mind is
that banks are inherently susceptible to systemic
risk simply because without a lender of last resort they operate on an illiquid basis at all times.
During the 2008 crisis, 1,200 banks required assistance from the FDIC and it ran completely
out of money, requiring help from the Treasury.
Now the one rule in the entire Dodd-Frank Act
that limits banks from engaging in hedge fund
ownership and risky derivatives—the Volker
rule—is on target to be completely repealed by a
lobbyist group headed up by Citigroup, JP Mor-
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gan, and Wells Fargo. They have already succeeded in receiving an extension through 2017
for banks to continue their derivative business
as usual.
Given the situation we hope you will agree
that it’s time to do something about this at once.
We should all be setting up an alternate warehouse for our money and begin the process of
weaning ourselves from the precarious nature of
our current commercial banking system and its
new regulations. This new money headquarters
should be in a completely different sector of the
economy, away from the commercial bank/Wall
Street sector. Specifically, it should be the insurance sector. Keep very little money in the banks,
only enough to pay for current expenses. All excess cash flow should be swept into your alternate money warehouse where you will benefit
from the safety, privacy, and control of the money you put in it, plus numerous other benefits to
shield you from the uncertainty of our times. In

an economic environment such as what we have
today there is really no reason to delay. Please
contact an Authorized IBC Practitioner today
(at www.infinitebanking.org/Finder) to learn
more about how to set up your own alternate
money headquarters as soon as possible.
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Lara-Murphy Report: How did you discover
Austrian economics?
Alex Padilla: As an undergraduate student,
my professors were very familiar with Austrian Economics and were members of the
Mont Pelerin Society. I had courses in Money
& Banking and History of Economic Thought
where my professors talked about [Eugen von]
Böhm-Bawerk, [Ludwig von] Mises, [Friedrich] Hayek, [Israel] Kirzner, and [Murray]
Rothbard. I was very fortunate that during my
MA, our research center (The Centre d’Analyse
Economique) sent me to attend the Austrian
Economics Seminar that took place at NYU in
1997, and during many of our classes we had
Forgetting our Classical Liberal Heritage

readings in Austrian Economics and also Public
Choice and Constitutional Political Economy.

LMR: Your dissertation was on “insider trading.” Can you explain why the public’s view of
this is so tragically misguided?
AP: When people think about insider trading,
the first thing they see is Michael Douglas playing Gordon Gekko in Oliver Stone’s movie,
Wall Street. They see a greedy person selling his
mother to make a buck and taking advantage
of the little guy in the street by using privileged
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a company’s shares or consider investing in a
company.
My views on insider trading have evolved
since I wrote my dissertation. I believe that there
are reasonable arguments against the practice,
such as that allowing insider trading would discourage people from investing in capital markets and therefore making more difficult for
companies to raise capital. On the other hand,

“When people think about insider trading, the first thing they
see is Michael Douglas playing
Gordon Gekko in Oliver Stone’s
movie, Wall Street.”
access to corporate information that the general
public doesn’t have access to. There are several
problems with this common view. First, it is not
necessarily true that the general public doesn’t
have access to such information. It’s more accurate to say that the cost of accessing it is too
high.
Second, even if the general public had access
to such information, there is no guarantee they
would understand it. But these are not the largest problems. What the general public doesn’t
understand is that when insiders buy or sell
stocks, their decisions send a signal to the market as to whether or not they should buy these
stocks. For example, there is evidence that insiders sell their stocks sometimes months ahead
of the company announcing bankruptcy. Such a
signal is important to people who wish to buy

Forgetting our Classical Liberal Heritage

some have shown that banning insider trading
reduces incentives for large shareholding, which
in itself is problematic because only the people
who are large shareholders have incentives to
actively monitor what’s going in the company.
If such incentives disappear, managers might
make self-serving decisions against the interest
of the shareholders.
Therefore, my opinion on insider trading is
that we should allow stock exchanges to decide whether or not they want to allow insider
trading. If we believe in institutional competition and competition allows for the best rules to
emerge, we should believe that stock exchanges
competing against each would decide to adopt
rules that will attract capital. If it’s true that allowing insider trading would discourage investment (by the way, there is no empirical evidence
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“There is evidence
that insiders sell their
stocks sometimes
months ahead of the
company announcing
bankruptcy.”

that’s true), then we should expect no stock exchanges will allow insider trading. Yet we must
wonder why, prior to the government stepping
in, no stock exchange of its own volition adopted such rules.

LMR: On a related topic, the public also welcomes strict regulations on “hostile takeovers” to
keep fatcats like Gordon Gekko from ripping
apart companies and laying off the workers.
Here too, the reality is much different, isn’t it?
AP: Henry Manne, who also wrote the seminal
book defending insider trading in 1966, wrote a
seminal article on the role of hostile takeovers
as a mechanism to keep management honest. If
management is adopting practices that are hurting the long-term profitability of the company
and a competing management team, some investor, or group of investors believes they can
actually do better, then they will try to acquire a
majority of shares of the company to take control of it and do better than the management in
place. Often what we label “mismanagement” is
the result of shareholders having little incentive
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to make sure that the company is well managed
because the stakes are too low. It’s true that a
so-called “hostile takeover” can lead to dismantling the company and laying off workers, but
we shouldn’t forget that the goal of businesses
is to make profits by selling goods and services
that consumers value. It’s the role of managers
and workers who have been hired by shareholders who own the company to achieve that goal.
If they can’t or won’t do it, they shouldn’t be in
charge and sometimes it takes another shareholder or group of shareholders to get things to
change. Ultimately, we are talking about scarce
resources that are to be used to serve consumers. If somebody thinks she can do a better job
using these resources, she should be able to acquire them because consumers will gain.

LMR: One of the new (ostensible) justifications
for paternalistic laws has to do with “nudging”
people to do what is in their interest. Can you
explain to our readers this new approach, and
the problems with it?
AP: The idea behind “nudging” people comes
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from the research in experimental psychology
and behavioral sciences that shows that people
are often myopic, biased, and have difficulties to
make the right decisions when the information
they are given is too complex. In other words,
experimental psychology shows that people are
human beings and not cold calculating omniscient super human beings or robots. As a result,
these people tend to make decisions that are not

unhealthy because it tastes delicious. As a result,
more and more people are overweight and obese,
which comes with a host of health problems, the
burden of which is being shared by the entire
society because of the healthcare and health insurance systems we have. What’s the solution?
The solution (according to the new “nudgers”)
is to make them eat healthier. For example, you
want to order an omelet in a restaurant and by

“Often what we label
‘mismanagement’ is the result
of shareholders having little
incentive to make sure that
the company is well managed
because the stakes are too low.”
necessarily in their best interests and, down the
road, can become extremely costly to them but
also taxpayers and the government in the sense
that they become a burden to society. Therefore—so the argument goes—if people can’t
make the decisions that are best for them, we
should nudge them into making these decisions.
So policymakers guided by the more knowledgeable behavioral scientists develop policies
that nudge people into making better decisions
while still giving them the option to do what
they want but at a higher cost.
An example would be healthy eating. People
tend not to eat healthy, eat food too high in
sugar, too high in fat, and too high in cholesterol and while people know it’s not good for
them (because the government and people who
know better have told them so), they still eat
Forgetting our Classical Liberal Heritage

default it’s an egg-white omelet because a yolk
is “bad” for you because it’s high in cholesterol.
If you want the real deal you will have to ask for
it. With the “nudging” approach, the restaurant
doesn’t forbid you from having the regular egg
omelet, but now the default is an egg-white so
that you have to ask for the yolk. This switch
raises the costs of eating unhealthy because
you send a signal to the restaurant and people
around you that you wish to eat unhealthy when
you go out of your way to ask for the yolk.
Now, how would I respond to this line of argument in favor of “nudging”? First, what’s the
evidence that the government’s policymakers
and associated specialists know what’s better
for you? Just recently, there has been news that
the government following recommendations
by the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Commit-
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tee will withdraw their longstanding warnings
about cholesterol. For decades, the government
told us you can’t eat food high in cholesterol and
now, forty years later, they reverse their warnings. So for forty years many people who trust
the government and their advisors literally deprived themselves of food they like because it
was supposedly good for them even if it wasn’t
really true.
The second problem is that these officials
and advisors who design policies that are supposed to nudge us into making better decisions are also human beings and, as human beings, they are as flawed as the people they try
to nudge. One of these flaws is that they can
be subject to private interest groups’ influences.
These interest groups will likely spend money to
try to influence the decisions made by policymakers and enact policies that will benefit them
but not necessarily the public at large. These
policymakers and advisors in turn stay in power
thanks to the support of these interest groups
because, since voters are human beings who suffer from the flaws I described above, it’s highly
likely they won’t oppose these policies because
it’s costly for them to get informed about their
Forgetting our Classical Liberal Heritage

“With the “nudging” approach,
the restaurant doesn’t forbid
you from having the regular egg
omelet, but now the default is
an egg-white so that you have to
ask for the yolk.”
implications, and often the information is too
complicated for them to process.
The third problem is that nudging people in
doing what’s supposedly better for them doesn’t
solve the bigger problem behind why they often behave the way they do. People are actually
more rational than we think. They understand
that if they won’t bear the full burden of their
decisions, they will make these decisions because they know it would be perceived as “immoral” or “unethical” to let them bear the full
burden of their decisions down the road the real
costs of their decisions are actually emerging.
Indeed, many of these so-called bad decisions
are actually the product of bad incentives created by government policies in the first place.
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“People are
actually more
rational than
we think.”

I think Hayek’s quote in Chapter 5 of The
Fatal Conceit is appropriate here: “The curious
task of economics is to demonstrate to men how
little they really know about what they imagine
they can design.”

LMR: How would you compare the reputation
of classical liberal thought—which upholds the
rule of law, sound money, and limited government—in France versus the United States?
AP: Frederic Bastiat and Jean-Baptiste Say—
who are probably the most well known French
classical liberals—are definitely more popular in
the United States than in France. It would seem
that classical liberalism has a better reputation
in the United States than in France. If instead
we look at the role of classical liberalism in
the United States compared to France when it
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comes to public policy, we can turn to the Economic Freedom of the World report (available
at www.FreeTheWorld.com, which attempts to
measure these notions you described. When I
arrived in the United States in 2000, the United
States was ranked 3 in terms of economic freedom behind Hong Kong and Singapore. Today,
the United States is ranked 12. France was 38 in
2000 and now is ranked 40.
So the United States remains a much better
country to live in when you look at these variables. However, the United States’ pro-capitalistic, pro-entrepreneurship, pro-success mentality
that existed when I moved here is slowly but
surely being replaced by one of envy, anti-business, and more pro-government meddling in
people’s business and private life, moving in the
direction of what we observe in France.
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February 5-6, 2015 • Birmingham, AL
Murphy, Lara, Nash, and David Stearns present at the IBC Think Tank
(Inquire for details of workshop for the general public)

•
March 27-29, 2015 • Austin, TX
Murphy discusses monetary theory at Bitcoin conference

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com

A brand new educational program designed exclusively
for the financial professional
Includes brand-new video lectures from NELSON NASH
Learn the economics of life insurance that you won’t get
anywhere else!
For full details see www.infinitebanking.org
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FUND YOUR OWN

BAILOUT
If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to
finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any thing
else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The rebirth
of PRIVATIZED BANKING is underway. You can take advantage of the years of
experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you.
Go to USATRUSTONLINE.COM click: STORE and look for both of these books
among the other fine books.

